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1.1 Introduction

Comparing genomic sequences across related species is a fruitful source of biological insight,
because functional elements such as exons tend to exhibit significant sequence similarity due
to purifying selection, whereas regions that are not functional tend to be less conserved. The
first step in comparing genomic sequences is to align them – that is, to map the letters of one
sequence to those of the others. There are several categories of alignments: local alignments
identify local similarities between regions of each sequence, global alignments find a mapping
between all the letters of the sequences. Alignments can be either pairwise, between two
sequences, or multiple that compare several sequences. The main challenge in developing
algorithms for genomic alignment is that these must be fast enough to deal with megabase
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long sequences and gigabase long genomes, but also accurately map individual base pairs.
While generating alignments is difficult computationally, visualization of alignments also
presents challenges, such as how to enable users to interact with the data and the processing
programs in the context of enormous datasets. Visualization frameworks should be easy to
understand by a biologist and provide insight into the mutations that a particular region
has undergone. Finally, alignments are useful only if they help shed light on the important
functional elements in the genomic sequence. In this chapter, after a detailed discussion of
algorithms used to construct genomic alignments and methods to visualize them we give
a short overview of several algorithms that use an alignment to improve predictions of
transcription factor binding sites.

1.2 Local Alignment

Local alignment is the basic problem of finding similar fragments in two sequences, regard-
less of the order and location of these similarities. Consequently local alignments allow
one to identify rearrangements between two sequences, and are suitable for aligning draft
sequences. The original local alignment algorithm is the Smith-Waterman [62] dynamic
programming approach. This algorithm, however, runs in time proportional to the product
of the lengths of the sequences. As this is impractical for comparing two long genomic inter-
vals there has been extensive work since the mid 1980s on development of fast approaches
for local alignment of genomic sequences. While the details of all of these approaches are
different, most share some overriding paradigms. In particular, almost all algorithms start
with seed generation – the location of short, exact or nearly exact matches between two
sequences. Because this can be accomplished quickly by indexing one of the two sequences
in an appropriate data structure, such as a lookup table or some variant of a suffix tree,
these seeds help to reduce the search area of the local alignment algorithm to just the re-
gions that are likely to be similar. Once generated, nearby seeds may be joined together:
the presence of several seeds close to each other is a stronger evidence of homology than a
single seed. Finally the individual seeds (or groups of seeds) are extended to find regions
that did not match exactly but are still conserved. These three steps form the basis of most
local alignment algorithms for DNA sequences; the individual algorithms differ in how they
solve each of the steps.

1.2.1 Seed generation

Perhaps the simplest way to generate seeds between two sequences is a straight lookup table
technique: all k-long words (k-mers) of one sequence (the database) are indexed in a table,
and the k-mers of the other sequence (the query) are used to retrieve from the lookup table
the locations at which the particular k-mer of the query is present in the database sequence.
This approach was used in the two first (and perhaps the best known) local aligners for long
sequences, FASTA [53] and BLAST [1, 2]. An alternative approach for seed generation is to
use a suffix tree or one of its variants (such as Aho-Corasick automaton) to search for the
seeds. This approach suffers from higher constant overhead, in terms of both the memory
requirements and the running time, but allows for the use of longer k-mer matches as it
takes advantage of sparseness of longer seeds: there are 4k possible DNA words of length k,
and only a small fraction of them may be present in a particular sequence. This makes suffix
tree approaches preferable when one is searching for longer seeds, while direct lookup tables
are preferable for shorter ones. Instead of searching for k-long words that match exactly
between the two sequences it is possible to use degenerate words as seeds, that is, words
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where a certain number of the letters are allowed not to match. These seeds allow for a
higher sensitivity than exact matching k-mer seeds, but are more computationally intensive
to generate. These seeds can be found in one of several ways, all of which, however, lead to
an exponential running time increase in the number of degeneracies: it is possible to create
indices where all of the possible degenerate positions are absent (i.e. index all possible 7
bases within an 8-mer). This leads to each word being represented only once in an index,
but the number of indices grows as

(

k

n

)

where n is the number of degeneracies allowed.
Alternatively, one can index each word at all of its degenerate locations. This way there
is only one index, but each word is indexed in many places, resulting in a blowup in the
amount of memory required for the index. A popular alternative to both of these techniques
is known as a “spaced” seed, which was initially implemented in the PatternHunter program
[46]. These seeds are similar to degenerate seeds, in that they allow certain positions to not
match, but these positions are pre-specified. For example a 110101 seed requires 4 (1st, 2nd,
4th and 6th) out of 6 positions to match. The other two positions may not match. This
pattern is referred to as a (4,6) spaced seed. Because the degenerate positions are known
ahead of time it is possible to use just a single index to look up all seeds. PatternHunter
seeds have been shown to be preferable to regular fixed-length k-mers because two adjacent
k-mers will no longer share k−1 positions, reducing the correlation between adjacent words.
If in the case of exact matching seeds it is sufficient to introduce a mutation every k − 1
positions in order to prevent the algorithm from finding a seed, this is not sufficient in the
case of spaced seed. In fact, for the optimal (9,15) seed 111001010011011 it is necessary to
have a mutation at least every 7 base pairs to prevent a single seed from being found.

PatternHunter seeds are preferable to exact matching k-mers when the stretch of sim-
ilarity between the two sequences is long; their efficacy drops off when one is comparing
sequences with very short (< 30 bases) stretches of homology. Another way to generate
seeds is to use k-mers extended to the first mismatch, which are called max-mers or max-
imal extended matches (MEMs) of a certain minimal length. Max-mers can be found in
strictly linear time in the sequence length by using a suffix tree (see chapter 5). While
max-mers do not offer a sensitivity improvement over k-mers (wherever there is a k-mer
there is also a max-mer and vice-versa) they have the advantages of returning only a single
seed for every stretch of exact matches, no matter how long. When one is comparing very
close sequences, such as two primates or two strains of bacteria, this will lead to a reduced
number of seeds that need to be analyzed. However, when one is comparing more distant
sequences (such as humans and mice) most of the matches tend to be short, and MEMs do
not offer a significant reduction in the number of seeds, while the extra overhead of finding
MEMs makes k-mers or PatternHunter seeds preferable. Additional theoretical work on
seeds has included vector seeds [11] and random projections [16], but these have not been
used in any alignment program.

1.2.2 Joining of neighboring seeds

While one seed can be a good indicator of homology, several smaller seeds located “near”
each other can be an even better indicator. This idea has been used by many programs,
starting with the first heuristic local aligner FASTA, that required m seeds of length k
within a certain window to start a local alignment. It has also been common practice
in BLAST and several other programs to search for two nearby seeds (spaced by a few
base pairs) before starting an extension. These approaches are commonly implemented by
creating a lookup table or hash table for all of the diagonals of the dynamic programming
matrix, numbering all of the diagonals from 1 to X+Y for two sequences of length X and
Y. Once a new seed is found, its diagonal is looked up the table. If there is already a seed
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FIGURE 1.1: The CHAOS algorithm: The seed shown can be chained to any seed which
lies inside the search box. All seeds located less then distance bp from the current location
are stored in a skip list, in which we do a range query for seeds located within a gap cutoff
from the diagonal on which the current seed is located. The seeds located in the grey areas
are not available for chaining to make the algorithm independent of sequence order

linked to the diagonal, and the seed is close enough to the new one, the two seeds are joined
together.

An alternative approach is used in the CHAOS program [12]. While similar to FASTA,
it allows for groups of seeds to be on nearby diagonals. Each seed, once found, is stored
in a skip list (a probabilistically balanced binary tree), indexed by the difference of its
indices in the two sequences (diagonal number). For each new seed a range query is done
in the skip list, searching for previously stored seeds which have a diagonal number within
the permitted gap penalty from the diagonal at which the current seed is. The distance
criterion is enforced by removing from the skip list any seed that is too far away from the
position at which the new seeds are generated. This finds the possible previous seeds with
which the current one can be chained. The highest scoring chain is picked, and it can then
be further extended by future seeds (see Figure 1.1).

1.2.3 Ungapped and gapped extension
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Once the seeds or groups of seeds are found, it is common practice to do some form of
extension of the seeds in order to find the boundary of the homology. For this the most
common approach is to do gap-free extensions which were first introduced in the original
BLAST program. Here one keeps on adding one letter from each sequence to the already
existing alignment, keeping track of the total score. The score goes up if the two letters
match, and goes down otherwise. Once the score has fallen significantly lower than the
maximum the extension is stopped and the alignment with the maximum score is returned.
This process is commonly referred to as BLAST, or ungapped extension and is used in all of
the early versions of the BLAST algorithm, as well as the CHAOS program. The alternative
to this approach is a Smith-Waterman extension, where one is allowed to introduce gaps
around the seeds. This process is much more time consuming, and is most useful when
comparing distant genomic sequences. It is used in the BLASTZ alignment program [56],
where gapped extensions are only triggered for ungapped alignments meeting a particular
scoring threshold.

1.3 Global alignment

Global alignments find the correspondence between two strings end-to-end by building a
monotonically increasing map between the letters of each sequence. This produces a more
accurate alignment at the base-pair level when the conserved features (for example genes)
are in the same order in the compared species. The original global alignment algorithm
is Needleman-Wunsch [51], which requires time proportional to the product of the lengths
of the aligned sequences. This algorithm is too inefficient for comparing megabase long
genomic sequences. Faster and more accurate methods have been developed recently: DI-
ALIGN [50, 12], MUMmer [22, 23], GLASS [4], WABA [38], AVID [9] and LAGAN [14]. All
these methods rely on an anchoring approach. It is worth noting that the anchors in global
alignment serve the same purpose as the seeds in local alignment – to reduce the inherently
quadratic search space. The overall approach followed by all of the tools mentioned above
(as well as several others) can be summarized as 1) generate the fragments (local stretches
of similarity) between the sequences, 2) resolve the set of fragments into the highest scoring
consistent set using the sparse dynamic programming approach or some alternative, and 3)
run a thorough global alignment algorithm either between the anchors, or in some region
around them.

1.3.1 Finding potential anchors

The next chapter (chaining) shows how to construct the highest scoring consistent chains
from fragments. When these algorithms are applied in the context of global alignment,
the immediate question is how these fragments should be found, and what is a meaningful
fragment. Perhaps the most straightforward method is to use k-mers as these fragments,
as was done in the GLASS alignment program. Because individual k-mers are not a re-
liable guide to homology they were supplemented with a short extension by running the
Needleman-Wunsch algorithm in a 12 × 12 window around each k-mer. Simultaneously
the authors of MUMmer program suggested the use of maximum unique matches (MUMs)
as the fragments used for the chaining algorithm. MUMs are maximum exact matching
strings between two sequences that appear exactly once in each of the sequences. The fact
that the MUM is a unique word in each of the sequences, reduces the probability of a false
positive match. The disadvantage of this approach is its inability to find anchors between
divergent genomes, where the maximal exact matches are usually too short to be unique.
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These two ideas were combined in the AVID program, which searches for maximal exact
(not necessarily unique) matches, and does 12 × 12 Needleman-Wunsch windows around
each match to verify its quality.

The most recent approach for generating the fragments has been the use of full local
alignments. The first implementation of this idea was in the DIALIGN/CHAOS combina-
tion [12], where CHAOS local alignments were used to narrow down the search space of
the DIALIGN program. CHAOS was subsequently used in a similar way in the LAGAN
program, while BLAST local alignments were used in the ORCA program (Arenillas and
Wasserman, unpublished).

Other approaches have leveraged biological knowledge in the process of anchor selection,
with two prominent examples being the WABA [38] and CONREAL [5] programs, which
search for anchors that are likely protein coding regions and transcription factor binding
sites, respectively. In the case of WABA, the anchors between two sequences are “wob-
blemers”, or k-mers where every third position is allowed not to match. Wobblemers are
equivalent to PatternHunter seeds of the form 110110110...110. Allowing the third base pair
to mutate more accurately reflects the conservation pattern of protein coding sequences as
mutations in the third base pair of a codon are likely to be “silent”: they will not change
the amino acid being coded. This allows the wobblemers to be an effective method for
anchoring protein regions. The CONREAL program, on the other hand, searches for po-
tential transcription factor binding sites using the TRANSFAC suite of programs [47]. Two
potential binding sites for the same transcription factor in the two sequences are used as
the potential anchor points. While both WABA and CONREAL have been shown to be
successful for their main purpose, that is alignment of protein coding and promoter regions,
respectively, they are not general purpose alignment tools. Using a model of conservation
rooted in a biological phenomenon usually does not work as well at modeling a different
type of conservation: WABA will not work well for promoters and CONREAL will not align
gene coding regions accurately.

1.3.2 Building a consistent set of anchors

The simplest way to find a consistent set of local alignment hits so that they can be used
as anchor points is to use a greedy approach, where the strongest match (one with highest
score using some scoring function) is accepted first, and every subsequent match is included
if it does not conflict with any of the previous ones. This, however, leads to the problem of
incorrect anchor points when several slightly weaker similarities may be ignored because of
one strong one. Still, several alignment programs, including OWEN [54], use this approach.

Eppstein and colleagues [26] showed that it was possible to find the highest scoring
consistent set of fragments in time O(nlogn) via a sparse dynamic programming chaining
procedure. For practical reasons it is not uncommon to do several rounds of anchoring:
at the first step just the most confident fragments are fixed, a second pass fixes the less
confident ones, etc. This approach, commonly known as hierarchical anchoring is useful
because it allows one to search for lower levels of conservation: using a small seed size while
looking at long sequences would lead to a very large number of seeds that are difficult to
process. Because fewer anchors are found in each pass, hierarchical anchoring allows for an
accurate analysis of each potential anchor.

1.3.3 Filling in the gaps

Once the set of anchors is fixed it is possible to reduce the search space of the final, slow
global alignment algorithm to just the areas consistent with the anchors; usually Needleman-
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FIGURE 1.2: General scheme for most global alignment algorithms: (a) optimal map
between the sequences (target) (b) potential anchors are found (c) highest scoring increasing
subset of them is located (d) dynamic programming is done in the limited area. (From [14]).

Wunsch is used, though the CHAOS/DIALIGN combination uses the DIALIGN program.
Both k-mer and max-mer matches can be used as “hard” anchors: because these consist
only of matches with no gaps, the optimal alignment has to go exactly over them. By
comparison, local alignments are not reliable hard anchors, as a local alignment may have
small errors. For this reason LAGAN implemented a more flexible anchoring scheme, where
the anchor is not fixed, but rather noted, and the global alignment is required to go near
the anchor, though not necessarily exactly over it (Figure 1.2).

1.4 Multiple Global Alignment

Similarity across large evolutionary distances can reveal conserved, and likely important
biological features [31, 35, 65]. More recently it has been shown that it is unnecessary to
compare distant species: it suffices to compare many close ones, and through the process of
phylogenetic shadowing it is possible to separate the conserved regions from the neutral ones
[7]. Comparative analysis, however, depends on multiple alignments. Multiple alignments
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have been shown to be more powerful than pairwise ones both in that they give a higher
resolution of conserved regions [17] and a higher overall accuracy alignment [14]. Multiple
alignments also allow for estimates of local rates of evolution that give quantitative measures
of the strength of evolutionary constraints and the importance of functional elements [61,
63, 19]. Multiple alignments are considerably more difficult to compute than pairwise
alignments: the running time scales as the product of the lengths of all the sequences.
Formally, the problem is NP-complete under several formulations [68, 8]. For this reason
heuristic approaches are usually applied. Below we will first discuss the problem of scoring a
multiple alignment, and then talk about two possible ways of obtaining a multiple alignment,
the first via multi-way anchoring and the second via progressive alignment.

1.4.1 Scoring a multiple alignment

Perhaps the most basic, and at the same time the most non-trivial issue with multiple
alignment is how to score it. The most common method used is the sum-of-pairs scoring,
where the score for a particular column is set to just the sum of all the pairwise substitution
and gap events. Alternatively it is possible to use a consensus model: for every column
one finds the most likely character and penalizes divergence from the character. Another
approach is to measure entropy in the column (see [25] for a summary). It is also possible to
combine these approaches: LAGAN, for example, uses sum-of-pairs scoring for matches and
mismatches and consensus for gaps. The problem of accurately scoring a multiple alignment
remains very much an open one. Some innovative solutions have been published recently,
such as T-COFFEE [52], and a full probabilistic framework for modeling multiple sequence
alignments was implemented in HANDEL [34].

1.4.2 MGA and DIALIGN alignment algorithms

In order to generate global alignments of long genomic sequences it is necessary to generate
anchor points between several sequences. For this only one truly multiple method has been
suggested: multi-MEMs, that is multiple exact matches between all of the sequences being
aligned. Because it is possible to find the highest scoring consistent chain in an arbitrary
number of sequences in sub-quadratic time (see next chapter) these multi-MEMS can be
used to reduce the search space for a multiple alignment algorithm. In between the anchor
points it is necessary to run a sensitive multiple sequence alignment method to align the
individual base pairs. This approach was first implemented in the MGA [33] program. The
drawback to the MGA approach is that the requirement of each anchor being present in all
sequences is too strict when one is comparing distant sequences. Because it is hard to find
enough anchor points, the running time of the procedure becomes prohibitive. Consequently
the MGA aligner, while being the first true global multiple alignment method for long
genomic sequences is suitable only for comparing very close homologs, such as different
strains of a bacterium.

Another approach for construction of multiple alignments from pairwise ones was imple-
mented in the DIALIGN program [50]. The DIALIGN alignment consists of segments of
ungapped homology (diagonals). To create a multiple alignment the set of pairwise diag-
onals is sorted according to the weights of the diagonals in a greedy way. Diagonals are
incorporated one by one into the multiple alignment starting with the diagonal of maximum
weight, provided they are not contradictory with the diagonals already incorporated. Di-
agonals contradictory with the growing set of consistent diagonals are rejected. The result
of this selection process is a consistent set of diagonals – i.e., a multiple alignment.
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1.4.3 Progressive alignment

The most common approach used for multiple alignment of several sequences is a progressive
strategy, which constructs a multiple alignment by successive applications of a pairwise
alignment algorithm. The best known system based on progressive alignment is perhaps
CLUSTALW [66]. Some other systems include MULTALIGN [3], MULTAL [64], and PRRP
[29]. The basic idea behind this approach is that pairwise alignment techniques can be
generalized from alignment of two sequence to alignment of two profiles, that is sequences
where each position consists of some fraction of A’s, C’s, T’s and G’s rather than an
individual letter. Because an alignment can be thought of as a profile (the gap can, for
instance, be treated as a fifth character) it is possible to generate a multiple alignment
via a bottom-up traversal of the phylogenetic tree, where after generating the alignments
corresponding to a node’s left and right children, one aligns these to get an alignment for
the node itself.

Anchoring an alignment of two profiles

The progressive approach described in the previous paragraph can be used to build an
alignment of two profiles in time proportional to the product of their lengths. This, how-
ever, is too slow for long sequences, and anchoring approaches have been used to reduce
the running time of this problem in a very similar manner to the pairwise anchoring prob-
lem described above. The MLAGAN multiple alignment program uses all pairwise local
alignments between the sequences to generate the set of anchor points. For example, given
the sequences X and Y , the alignment between them X/Y and a third sequence Z, the
anchors between X/Y and Z are computed as follows: First, all anchors in the rough global
maps between X and Z, and between Y and Z, are mapped to their coordinates in the
X/Y alignment and become anchors between X/Y and Z, with score equal to their original
score. Second, each anchor between X and Z that overlaps an anchor between Y and Z,
is reweighed with score equal to (s1 + s2) I/U , where s1, s2 are the scores of the (X, Z)
and (Y, Z) anchors, respectively, I is the length of intersection, and U is the length of union
of the anchors (summed in X/Y and Z). The rough global map between X/Y and Z is
the highest scoring consistent chain of these anchors. An alternative method was suggested
by the authors of the MAVID program [10]: they use phylogenetic methods to predict the
likely ancestor of two sequences, and use the sequence of the ancestor as the representative
of the sequences in the progressive steps.

1.5 Alignment of Sequences with Rearrangements

One common way in which the genome evolves is through rearrangement (shuffling) of blocks
of DNA. Some of the most common rearrangement events are inversions (a block of DNA
changes direction, but not location in the genome), translocations (a piece of DNA moves to
a new location in the genome), and duplications (two copies of a block of DNA appear where
there was one previously). Of the two main methods for alignment, global alignment, which
shows how one sequence can be transformed into another using a combination of the simple
edits, and local alignment, which identifies local similarities between regions of sequences,
neither handles rearrangement events satisfactorily. Global alignment algorithms do not
handle these events at all: the map between the two sequences that a global alignment
algorithm creates must be monotonically increasing. While local alignment methods are
able to identify homology in the presence of rearrangements between two sequences, they
do not suggest how the two sequences could have evolved from their common ancestor.
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Also, in the case where both sequences have n paralogs (copies) of a particular gene or
feature, local aligners return n2 local alignments between all of the pairs, whereas a simple
global alignment more clearly reflects the evolutionary process.

Varre and colleagues proposed a distance metric between two DNA sequences that models
various rearrangement events [67]. Their algorithm, called Tnt1, builds a second sequence
from an initially empty string using insertions and copying of blocks from the first sequence.
The distance between the two strings is defined to be the Kolmogorov complexity of the
program that builds the second sequence. This algorithm has several shortcomings, the
most notable being its inability to handle simple edit operations. It was also too slow to
have practical applications to genomic sequences. The first programs for alignment of long
genomic sequences with rearrangements were Shuffle-LAGAN [13] for pairwise sequences
and Mauve [21] for multiple sequences. These are now discussed in turn.

1.5.1 Pairwise alignment with Shuffle-LAGAN

The Shuffle-LAGAN (S-LAGAN algorithm) was built on the LAGAN global alignment
framework but allowed for rearrangements using a novel chaining technique. The S-LAGAN
algorithm consists of three distinct stages. During the first stage the local alignments be-
tween the two sequences are found using the CHAOS tool. Second, the maximal scoring
subset of the local alignments under certain gap penalties is picked to form a 1-monotonic
conservation map. It is the structure of this map that makes S-LAGAN different from stan-
dard anchored global aligners. Finally, the local alignments in the conservation map that
can be part of a common global alignment are joined into maximal consistent subsegments,
which are aligned using the LAGAN global aligner.

Building the 1-Monotonic Conservation Map

Most tools for rapid global alignment start with a set of local alignments, which they resolve
into a “rough global map” – the set of anchors described in section 3.2. The rough global
map must be non-decreasing in both sequences. In order to allow S-LAGAN to catch
rearrangements, this assumption is relaxed to allow the map to be non-decreasing in only
one sequence, without putting any restrictions on the second sequence. This is called a
1-monotonic conservation map.

To build this map we first sort all of the local alignments based on their coordinates in
the base genome. For every next alignment we chain it to the previous one that gives the
highest overall score subject to the affine chaining penalties. The penalty enforced depends
on whether the previous alignment is on the same or different strand than the previous
one, and whether it is before or after it in the coordinates of the second sequence (roughly
speaking the four cases correspond to regular gap (same strand, after), inversion (different
strand, after), translocation (same strand, before), and inverted translocation (different
strand, before). By using the Eppstein-Galil sparse dynamic programming algorithm we
can reduce the running time of this chaining procedure to O(nlogn) from O(n2). The
resulting highest scoring chain is 1-monotonic (strictly increasing in the base genome, but
without any restrictions on the second genome order). The 1-monotonic chain can capture
all rearrangement events besides duplications in the second genome.

Aligning Consistent Subsegments

Two local alignments are considered to be consistent if they can both be a part of a global
alignment. Once we have a 1-monotonic conservation map it is straight-forward to generate
the maximal consistent subsegments of the map by simply sorting all of the local alignments
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in the 1-monotonic map by their coordinates in the 1-monotonic sequence, taking the first
alignment to be the start of a consistent subsegment, and adding additional local alignments
while they are all consistent. As soon as an alignment is found to be inconsistent with the
current subsegment, we start a new subsegment. Every consistent subsegment is extended
to the nearest adjacent local alignment, so as to include areas of homology that did not
fall into the local alignment, and are aligned using LAGAN. The overlap between adjacent
consistent subsegments is resolved by doing a linear passes through the alignments, and
finding the optimal breakpoint at which to end the first alignment and start the second
one.

1.5.2 Multiple alignment with Mauve

The general problem of aligning multiple genomes that have undergone recombination events
such as translocation, inversion, and duplication-loss remains an open problem. One early
method that has shown promise has been implemented in the Mauve genome alignment
package [21]. Like the other methods described in this chapter, Mauve uses a seeding
procedure to generate candidate anchors, chains these anchors, and finally computes a
progressive multiple alignment between anchors. Unlike previous methods, Mauve does not
build a single consistent set of anchors, but rather builds one consistent set of anchors for
every collinear segment of the genome sequences. Each consistent set of anchors is referred
to as a Locally Collinear Block (LCB). LCBs are bounded on either side by a breakpoint:
a change in LCB order or orientation among a pair of sequences.

The original Mauve algorithm used a seed-and-extend technique to generate multi-MUMs
which were used as candidate anchors. Because multi-MUMs must be exact, unique matches
occurring in every genome the original anchoring method had limited sensitivity. Current
releases of Mauve use a spaced seed pattern to match multiple sequences simultaneously.
The inexact matching method substantially improves anchoring sensitivity. Given a set
of potential anchors that match in all of the genomes being aligned, Mauve uses a greedy
breakpoint elimination method to filter out matches due to paralogy and random similarity.
The greedy breakpoint elimination method repeats three core steps. (1) Use breakpoint
analysis [45] to identify breakpoints in the anchor order, yielding LCBs (2) Calculate the
weight o f each LCB as the sum of its constituent anchor lengths (3) Identify the lowest
weight LCB. If it has weight < MinWeight then delete its anchors and return to step 1;
otherwise end.

In the original Mauve paper, the genome alignment algorithm was applied to a group
of nine closely related Enterobacteria, identifying numerous genome rearrangements and
sites of differential gene content. Currently over 300 bacterial genomes have been finished
and many more are nearly complete. As genome sequencing continues, we expect that
automated methods for aligning multiple genomes with rearrangements will be tantamount
to understanding the evolutionary forces shaping gene and genome function.

1.6 Whole genome alignment

The availability of the whole-genome human, mouse, and later rat assemblies presented
for the first time the challenge of building multiple alignments of several large genomes.
The problem of aligning genomes is more difficult than that of aligning sequences not only
because of the size of the problem – a mammalian genome has about three billion basepairs
– but also because of necessity of find the orthologous blocks, matching areas between
the genomes, in which to apply alignment algorithms. Finding these blocks between two
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species computationally is a non-trivial task. Local alignment tools find a lot of high
scoring matching segments, in particular the orthologous segments, but in addition they
identify many paralogous relationships, or even false positive alignments resulting from
simple sequence repeats and other artifacts [18]. The initial approaches for whole genome
comparison developed for human and mouse genomes were based either on local alignment
[57, 46, 6], or on a local/global technique, where stretches of one genome are mapped onto
the others by a local aligner, and then the homology is confirmed and refined by a global
one [20].

1.6.1 Local alignment on a whole genome scale

Perhaps the most straightforward approach to aligning two whole genomes is to do all-by-
all local alignment. This is a challenging task due to the large amount of computation
required, and is also difficult due to the problem of setting a threshold for individual local
alignments: if the threshold is set too low many false positive local alignments could be
found. If it is set too high true positive alignments are missed. Additionally classical local
alignment methods do not consider whether a particular local alignment falls into a larger
syntenic region. This leads to difficulties with local alignments that are either the result
of repeats that were not masked, or with paralogous copies. Nevertheless local alignments
were initially used for whole genome comparisons as they were better able to consider the
rearrangements that are present between two large mammalian genomes. The initial local
alignmets of the human and mouse genomes was done with BLASTZ [57] and PatternHunter
[46]. For the human/mouse/rat three way alignments MULTIZ, a multiple sequence version
of BLASTZ was used [6].

1.6.2 Local-global tandem approach

A computational strategy for finding and aligning orthologous regions that combines ad-
vantages of both local and global alignment techniques was first applied to the comparative
analysis of the mouse and human genomes [20] and then expanded to the human, mouse
and rat genomes [15]. In this technique the mouse genome is split up into contigs of 250
Kbp. The potential human homologs for each contig are found using the BLAT aligner
[36]. The human sequence is then extended around the BLAT anchor, and aligned to the
mouse contig using a global aligner (Figure 1.3). If the BLAT hits fall on both strands,
then the aligner is called both with the original mouse contig and a reverse-complemented
copy, making it possible to catch some inversions. This procedure has been expanded to
three way alignment for comparing the human, mouse and rat genomes: First, the mouse
and rat genomes are aligned using the BLAT program for approximate mapping followed
by global alignment of selected regions. This step results in a set of mouse-rat multi-contigs
(global alignments of rat contigs and mouse genomic sequence) as well as the remaining
unaligned sequences. Second, the multi-contigs are aligned to human using the union of all
available BLAT local alignments from mouse to human and from rat to human; mouse or
rat sequences that could not be aligned to the other rodent are also aligned to human. The
local/global tandem approach combines advantages of local and global alignment schemes
in order to obtain both specificity (with respect to identifying only orthologous alignments)
and sensitivity (in terms of coverage of genomic features of interest). At the same time the
method is highly dependent on the parameters used at the local alignment stage, and it
has difficulty aligning sequences that have undergone micro-rearrangements: small changes
in the order of conserved elements due to inversions, duplications, or translocations of very
short (sometimes only tens of base pairs) pieces of DNA.
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FIGURE 1.3: General computational scheme of tandem local/global genome alignment from
(from [20]). The scheme used to aligns individual contigs, supercontigs, or long fragments
of assemblies

1.7 Visualization

After obtaining alignments of two or more genomic sequences the next step is to analyze the
level of overall homology, distribution of highly conserved elements and other comparative
features. Visualization of results is a critical component of a comparative sequence analysis
since manual examination of alignment on the scale of megabase long genomic regions is
not efficient. Alignment-browsing systems should identify regions that exhibit properties
suggestive of a particular biological function, for example well-conserved segments within
an alignment, or matching the consensus sequence for a specific transcription factor binding
site [49].

1.7.1 Visualization of pairwise alignments

There are several publicly available visualization tools for long pairwise DNA alignments.
PIPMaker [57] represents the level of conservation in ungapped regions of BLASTZ local
alignment as horizontal dashes called percent identity plots or pips. VISTA [28, 24, 48]
displays comparative data in the form of a curve, where conservation is calculated in a
sliding window of a gapped global alignment.

PipMaker and the companion server MultiPipMaker (http://bio.cse.psu.edu, [55])
visualize BLASTZ [56] local alignments. PipMaker visualizes the local alignments in two
different formats: Percent identity plots (pips) and a dot plots. Pips present a compact,
understandable display of local alignments on long genomic regions [32]. The program
plots the position (in the base sequence) and percent identity of each gap-free segment
of the alignments. The top horizontal axis is automatically marked with the positions of
repeats and exons. The positions of CpG islands are also computed and displayed along
the horizontal axis.

VISTA system is fundamentally based on global alignments, and its plot is generated
by moving a user-specified window over the entire alignment and calculating the percent
identity over the window at each base pair. The X-axis represents the base sequence; the
Y-axis represents the percent identity. If the user supplies an annotation file, genes and
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FIGURE 1.4: adapted from Frazer et al., 2003. [27] PipMaker: input and output files. The
Pip plot shown is a subregion of the human ST7 interval compared with the orthologous
baboon, cow, mouse, or fugu sequences. Each panel represents a pairwise comparison
between human sequence and that of the indicated species

exons are marked above the plot. Conserved segments with percent identity X and length
Y are defined to be regions in which every contiguous sub-segment of length Y was at least
X% identical to its paired sequence. These segments are merged to define the conserved
regions. Conserved regions calculated by using user-submitted cutoffs are highlighted under
the curve, with different colors indicating a conserved non-coding regions, exons and UTRs.
Figures 1.4 and 1.5 from the review of Frazer and coauthors ([27]) show the PipMaker and
VISTA input and output.

Currently the selection of a particular visualization tool is mostly defined by the type
of alignment used for the analysis. It is important to note, that as alignment algorithms
become more sophisticated, it is becoming harder to distinguish between local and global
alignment tools. For example, a chaining option for BLASTZ [56] allows for the extraction
of global alignments from BLASTZ local alignments, and similarly Shuffle-LAGAN [13] is
a hybrid glocal aligner that explicitly deals with rearrangements between sequences. Thus
visualization methods also will have to become universal.
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FIGURE 1.5: adapted from Frazer et al., 2003 [27]. VISTA: input and output files. The
VISTA plot shown here is also a subregion of the human ST7 interval compared with
the orthologous baboon, cow, mouse, or fugu sequences. Conserved sequences represented
as peaks [noncoding (red) and coding (blue)] are shown relative to their positions in the
human genome (horizontal axes), and their percent identities (50%-100%) are indicated on
the vertical axes.

1.7.2 Visualization of multiple alignments

Both the VISTA and PipMaker approaches, described above, support visualization of a
multiple alignment by projecting the alignment to a particular base sequence and in effect
visualizing pairwise alignments between this base sequence and any number of homologous
genomic intervals. This approach, however, only shows a part of the multiple alignment; it
will be missing any similarity between fragments of two sequences other that the base that
is not present in the base genome. For example, if there is a multiple alignment of human,
mouse and rat with human used as the base, areas of conservation between mouse and rat
that are not present in human will not be displayed. Full visualization of a multiple align-
ment is a difficult and largely unsolved problem, and currently is an area of active research.
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The first tool to support visualization of multiple alignments was SynPlot [30]. The SynPlot
graphical output includes a similarity profile of the long-range alignment together with a
diagrammatic representation of both loci. Unlike PIPMaker and VISTA, SynPlot uses an
alignment as a base coordinate, so the positions of all features in the individual sequences
are mapped to the alignment coordinates. Feature files generated during annotation contain
the positions of exons and repeat elements and can be directly imported into the graphical
output. Therefore, the SynPlot output conveys comparative gene structure, repeat patterns
(plus any other user-defined patterns), and relative sequence homology in a single linear
plot. Its main drawback is that the single plot does not allow the user to distinguish the
source of the similarity within the multiple alignment: a strongly conserved region in 3 of
5 species that is absent in the other two would look very similar to a weakly conserved re-
gion in all 5 of them. A recently developed program from the VISTA family, Phylo-VISTA
(short for Phylogenetic VISTA, Shah et al., 2004)[58], uses the phylogenetic relationship as
a guide to display and analyze the level of conservation across internal tree nodes. Using
the entire multiple alignment, not a reference sequence, as a base in the x-axis allows for
additional capabilities in visualization, such as presentation of comparative data together
with available annotations for all sequences and computation of a measure of similarity for
any node of the tree. The phylogenetic relationship among species is important for building
and analyzing multiple alignments, thus visualizing sequence alignment data while taking
phylogenetic trees into account is important to make the results easy to interpret.

1.7.3 Whole-genome visualization of alignments

The algorithmic challenge of whole genome alignment has been accompanied by user inter-
face challenges, such as how to visualize information related to enormous datasets and how
to enable users to interact with the data and the processing programs.

The principle of selecting a whole genome as a base sequence is utilized on the whole-
genome scale in the UCSC genome browser (http://genome.ucsc.edu [39]) and the VISTA
browser (http://pipeline.lbl.gov [20, 15]). These tools provide complementary informa-
tion for a number of genomes including human, mouse, rat, drosophila. The UCSC browser
represents annotations as a series of horizontal “tracks” over the genome sequence. Each
track displays a particular type of annotation, such as Genscan gene predictions, mRNA
alignments, interspersed repeats, and others. There are two types of tracks to display com-
parative data such as alignments and various statistical measures of alignments. The first is
a curve, the other is a conventional UCSC genome browser block-based display. The curve
track called “Conservation” shows a measure of evolutionary similarity in multiple species
based on the phylogenetic Hidden Markov Model (phylo-HMM) [59, 60] and MULTIZ align-
ments [6] of human, chimpanzee, mouse, rat, and chicken whole-genome assemblies. Unlike
the “Conservation” track, other comparative genomics tracks show particular fragments of
alignments as boxes. Thus, “Chained Blastz” shows genomic alignment of different assem-
blies to the base sequence. Another track, “Alignment Net” [37] shows the best chain for
every part of the base genome. There are some other comparative block tracks, such as tight
subset of best alignments, differential view of the human/chimp alignment, and others.

The VISTA Browser is a Java applet for interactively visualizing results of alignment of
entire genomes in the VISTA format on the scale of whole chromosomes along with anno-
tations [15]. The user may select any genome as the reference or base, and display the level
of conservation between this reference and the sequences of another species in a particular
interval. The browser has a number of options, such as zoom, extraction of a region to be
displayed, user-defined parameters for conservation level, and options for selecting sequence
elements to study. A VISTA display is also implemented as a custom track linked to the
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FIGURE 1.6: UCSC browser [36] with custom-built VISTA tracks showing conservation
between the human chr. 9 interval aligned with orthologous mouse and rat sequences.

UCSC Browser. Figure 1.6 shows the UCSC Browser display of conservation with added
VISTA conservation tracks and a control panel as a custom module accessible through the
Berkeley Genome Browser.

1.8 Applications of alignments

Identifying transcriptional and other regulatory elements represents a significant challenge
in annotating the genomes of higher vertebrates because these elements are usually very
short (5 to 20 bp in length) and have low information content. Adding comparative sequence
analysis methods allowed for improving and refining signal searches. These methods help
filter computational predictions to reduce noise of false positive predictions at the price of
some decrease in sensitivity. Here we briefly describe two approaches. One of them uses
functional site prediction information together with comparative data to refine and improve
predictions, while the other utilizes comparative and co-expression data.

Clues for identifying sequences involved in the complex regulatory networks of eukaryotic
genes are provided by the presence of transcription factor binding sites (TFBS) motifs, the
clustering of such binding site motifs, and the conservation of these sites between species.
rVISTA [43, 44] takes advantage of all these established strategies to enhance the detection
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of functional transcriptional regulatory sequences controlling gene expression through its
ability to identify evolutionarily conserved and clustered TFBSs. Although the identifi-
cation of conserved TFBSs on a small genomic interval can be achieved by phylogenetic
footprinting [32, 40], a strength of the rVISTA algorithm is its ability to efficiently ana-
lyze large genomic intervals and potentially whole genomes. The clustering modules and
the user-defined customization of visualized sites make this a further useful tool for the
investigation of TFBSs. To take advantage of combining sequence motif recognition and
multiple sequence alignment of orthologous regions in an unbiased manner, rVISTA analysis
proceeds in four major steps: (1) identification of transcription factor binding sites (TFBS)
matches in the individual sequences (the program uses available position weight matrices in
the TRANSFAC database and independently locates all TFBS matches in each sequence),
(2) identification of globally aligned noncoding TFBSs, (3) calculation of local conservation
extending upstream and downstream from each orthologous TFBS, and (4) visualization
of individual or clustered noncoding TFBSs. Available sequence annotations are used to
identify aligned TFBS matches in noncoding genomic intervals.

Another tool, Consite [41] uses the same principle of combining predictions of TFBS
and sequence conservation information. This program used a good quality binding profiles
collection of TFBS developed by the authors and provided an efficient graphical web appli-
cation to visualize results of the analysis. It is also worth mentioning here that CONREAL
algorithm, described earlier, is both an alignment algorithm and a tool for finding TFBS.
By using potential TFBSs as anchor points CONREAL attempts to more accurately align
these. This leads to a decrease in the false positive rate, achieved in the same way as in the
rVISTA program.

A novel approach for finding transcription factor binding sites in a genome is to use both
conservation information within a species and information about coregulation of genes in
the same genome. While the latter allows for ab initio prediction of TFBSs for which no
known motifs exist, the former leads to a reduction in the false positive rate. Two programs
that use this idea are PhyloCon and CompareProspector.

PhyloCon (Phylogenetic Consensus) [69] is based on the Consensus algorithm previously
established by the same group and takes into account both conservation among orthologous
genes and co-regulation of genes within a species. This algorithm first aligns conserved
regions of orthologous sequences into multiple sequence alignments, or profiles, and then
compares profiles representing co-regulated genes. Motifs emerge as common regions in
these profiles, and a greedy approach is used to search for common subprofiles in the se-
quences. PhyloCon thus integrates knowledge of co-regulation of genes in a single species
and sequence conservation across multiple species to improve performance of motif finding.

Similar ideas were used in CompareProspector [42]. This program takes as input the
upstream sequences of a group of genes that are known or predicted to be coregulated,
as well as local sequence conservation calculated based on alignments with orthologous
sequences. CompareProspector uses a Gibbs sampling approach to search for motifs in
the input sequences, biasing the search toward conserved regions by integrating sequence
conservation into the posterior probability in the sampling process. CompareProspector was
tested on two data sets from humans using human-mouse comparisons and two data sets
from Caenorhabditis elegans using C. elegans – C. briggsae comparisons, and demonstrated
the power of comparative genomics-based biased sampling in eukaryotic regulatory element
identification.

1.9 Conclusion
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In this chapter we have tried to illustrate the standard methodologies that have been used for
creation and visualization of alignments of genomic sequence. We would like to emphasize
that Comparative Genomics is a vibrant, growing field, and that this chapter represents a
snapshot in time. We are bound to have missed covering some programs and algorithms,
for example because they appeared too late for us to include them (most of this chapter was
written in the summer of 2004). Some parts, especially individual programs and particular
visualization techniques may become dated very quickly, however we are hopeful that the
readers will find our synopsis of the underlying methodologies helpful.
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